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Conclusive evidence of significant overstatement of revenues and profits through the use of 
multiple undisclosed related parties at GSX Techedu (NYSE: GSX) 
 
Respectfully presented to the: 
•    U.S. Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) 
•    SEC Chairman Jay Clayton 
•    SEC Chief Accountant Sagar Teotia 
•    SEC Division of Corporation Finance Director William Hinman 
•    SEC Division of Investment Management Director Dalia Blass 
•    Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) 
•    PCAOB Chairman William Duhnke III 
•    China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) 
•    State Administration for Market Regulation (SAMR) 
 
Last month, Citron Research published a report on GSX Techedu that we include for you in this 
package.  What stood out most clearly as a red flag, as in many frauds of the past, is that GSX 
was reporting growth and margins way out of line with competitors all the while not being 
acknowledged for these alleged achievements in either the: Chinese Media, government 
databases, or third-party analytics.   
 
Most notably, GSX claims that the secret to their success is they get 1,000% more revenue 
productivity out of their teachers than their experienced, scaled, and trustworthy competition.  
Yet, the only information that would corroborate that is an SEC filing and no third-party data. 
 
While going public under the JOBS act with selective disclosure, the disparity in this chart 
should warrant multiple regulatory investigations. 
 

 
 
The initial report called into question the validity of the company’s claims.  In their response, 
instead of addressing the core findings, the company attempted to dismiss our data’s integrity, 
simply because we removed snapshots of code used to capture user IDs (they contained 
personally identifiable information).   
 
What has happened in the past three weeks has been nothing short of remarkable.  Since the 
publication of the initial report, we have received four to five correspondences a day from either 
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former employees, competitors, or most likely investors from mainland China who have 
provided us evidence of: 
 
•    Multiple undisclosed related party transactions 
•    Fake enrollment figures (i.e., brushing of students) 
•    Misappropriation of funds by teachers 
 
What became apparent is after the initial report of Citron, which came after another widely read 
criticism of the company, is that in the highly covered industry of remote education in China, not 
one respected writer came to their defense.  This divide of information leaves “Main Street” US 
investors at a disadvantage. 
 
What we present today to regulators is a collaboration of work that has been vetted, and we will 
swear under oath to its validity.  Much of the work has been constructed by leading Chinese 
investment expert Junheng Li of JL Warren Capital LLC.  Please contact us with any further 
questions, and we will gladly provide all names and numbers of investigators in confidence. 
 
The two most compelling pieces of evidence that warrant an immediate investigation are: 
 
•    A recorded phone call with an employee at a brushing outfit hired by GSX explaining that 
40% of GSX’s 2019 registered users were fake.  We will provide the original recording to any 
regulator or interested party.  A full English translation of this call can be found below.   
•    Multiple undisclosed related parties that are controlled by long-time associates of Chairman 
and CEO Larry Chen.  All signs point to these entities merely being alter-egos used by GSX to 
fabricate its financials, facilitating order-brushing and/or improperly taking costs off GSX’s 
books.   
 
Like many former Chinese stock frauds, this has gone largely ignored by the engagement partner 
at auditor Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu who, in the past, represented failed and questionable 
Chinese education firms. 
 
We understand what you are about to see might seem complicated, and we look forward to 
walking you through our homework. 
 
Brushing 
 
The reason regulators must be vigilant in the oversight of Chinese online education companies 
with outsized metrics is the abuses of brushing.  Brushing can be prevalent in online education 
because unlike ecommerce you do not deliver a physical product that needs to be shipped and 
stored. 
 
As reported by TAL Education three weeks ago, they found a wrongdoing from one rogue 
employee.  Through multiple emails and correspondences, we have received and vetted, the 
process of brushing has become institutionalized at GSX.  Here is a conversation that was had by 
a leading China-focused research firm with one of the main “brushers” for GSX.  We have the 
actual recording and will be providing this to you away from this report.   
 
Call with Employee at Brushing Outfit Hired by GSX (English Translation) 
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Q: Who are your online K12 clients? 
 
A: GSX, TAL and Yuanfudao. GSX brushes on two platforms – GSX and Gaotu. Because 
brushing is an industry standard practice, we cannot rule out that EDU and other online 
participants are brushing as well although they did not buy our services. GSX management 
contacted us and we have a contract. For TAL and YFD, their brushing volumes are low. We 
work with their employees not the management. GSX has been in close collaboration with us for 
the past year. Now brushing has been halted because of COVID. New platforms may only care 
about app download volume or the number of IDs registered on their platforms. GSX has already 
way passed that. We would register with fake IDs on their platform and conduct activities as if 
we were real students. For example, we would buy classes, write positive reviews, and join in 
large classes to boost up their head counts. The service we provide is a total solution and more 
sophisticated and involved than ecommerce brushing. We would take a higher commission 
because of the service we provide.  
  
Q: GSX gives a bonus to teachers based on class enrollment. Do they pay teachers on fake 
students and renewal? 
 
A: There are two kinds of brushing for GSX: 1) for top teachers and 2) for new teachers. New 
teachers would usually get to keep their bonus from fake students because they typically didn’t 
have large classes and didn’t make a lot of money anyway. New teachers’ total bonus from fake 
students would not amount to much and the company simply didn’t care. For top teachers, since 
the traffic is already very high and their bonus incentive is high from fake students, they don’t 
receive bonus from fake accounts. Top teachers are aware of the fake students registered in their 
classes. This is similar to live-broadcasting platforms - KOLs return the commission from fake 
transactions to merchandisers who are spending money to market and promote them. This is an 
unspoken rule of the industry. There are always just a few dozen top rated teachers with GSX 
and they earn a lot of money but the roster may change. Poor performing teachers would be 
rotated out.   
 
Q: How do you meet your KPI? 
 
A: GSX would send us detailed brushing plans in advance to let us know which teachers our 
brushing activities should focus on. The company might want to boost the popularity of and 
traffic to some top-rated teachers more than others. Brushing, in essence, is an effective online 
marketing tool which generates higher ROI than traditional online advertisement. If some 
teachers are noticed for having a large group of students in their classes, real students then 
believe that those teachers are proven, good teachers and sign up for the classes. High enrollment 
and good reviews are ways for company to increase conversion rate. That’s why the brushing 
business has existed in the past and always will in the future. 
  
Q: How is your fee? 
 
A: The actual cost of our service is not high at all. For a class costing several thousand (RMB), 
we would only take about 50 RMB in commission. GSX would give us the money for the class 
and expense it as part of their marketing spend. We would pay for the class with the money they 
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have given to us minus our commission. Effectively, the money would go back to their account 
as revenue minus our commission. 
 
Q: How about reviews? 
 
A: Depending on the teachers, we would typically provide 20% to 40% of the positive reviews.  
 
Q: How many student head counts are brushed for one teacher? 
 
A: Last year, we generally did about 40% for them. 
  
Q: What class do you buy? Discounted or full-priced class? 
 
A: We typically purchase IDs for brushing and would sign up for classes at full price. It helps the 
customer’s revenue number look better anyway. Classes with discounted prices are reserved for 
real students. Real students tend to like bargains. 
 
Q: How much commission do you take? 
 
A: We typically take single digit of GMV. Online K12 is typically lower than average of all 
industries. 
 
 
We now present proof of a complex web of undisclosed related party transactions that have 
allowed the company to enroll fake students and create fake financials.  This web shown below 
we believe to be a blueprint of how to institutionalize a system designed to evade audit and 
scrutiny from foreign jurisdictions. 
 
Note: Many of the people involved have a history of fraudulent activity in China, not unlike 
many of the companies that have been the subject of SEC enforcement.  
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Untangling the Web 
 
Beijing YouLian is a disclosed related party of GSX that is owned by CEO Larry Chen and 
former GSX executive Xiong Xiao.  Beijing YouLian was created for the purpose of developing 
consumer-side users for GSX.  Larry’s partner, Xiong Xiao, has a colorful history—to say the 
least.   
 
Xiong’s family, Xiong Zijun and Xiong Xueqin, controls two undisclosed related entities—
Beijing JiaMeng and Beijing JiaZhangCun—which Citron believes are being used to fabricate 
GSX reported financials.   
 
Beijing YouLian and Beijing JiaMeng are located at the same address while Beijing 
JiaZhangCun is right next door.  
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Source: National Enterprise Credit Information Publicity System (gsxt.gov.cn) 
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Source: Qixinbao, Qixinbao 

 
How do we know this is the same Xiong family?   
 
In 2012, Xiong Xiao and Xiong Zijun founded Renwu (Tianjin) Education Information 
Consulting.  Renwu (Tianjin) was not only de-registered but also had its business license 
revoked due to administrative penalties from failing to report its annual filings for 2014, 2015, 
and 2016.  Regulators were also unable to contact the company at its registered address.  
 

 
Source: gsxt.gov.cn 

 

https://www.qixin.com/chart/a2745737-0914-4e24-94d6-b156581c9033
https://www.qixin.com/chart/d457bd2c-9d74-44b7-841d-dbf13bcc98f5
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Source: Qixinbao 

 

 
Source: gsxt.gov.cn 

 
In 2017, Xiong Zijun and Xiong Xueqin founded Parent YouYou, a de-registered company that 
was located at the same address as Beijing YouLian and Beijing JiaMeng. 
 

https://www.qixin.com/chart/b7eca203-8b9a-4c1a-b5da-31b7827ef751
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Source: gsxt.gov.cn 

 

 
Source: Qixinbao 

 
Last year, Larry Chen’s longtime partner and former GSX executive, Xiong Xiao, was charged 
with fraud after breaching an agreement and withdrawing restricted funds.  
 
A quick summary of the lawsuit below: 

• In 2005, Tianjin Tongmei and Jiyuan City local government signed an agreement to 
establish a school.  Tianjin Tongmei agreed to fund 5 million RMB 

• Due to poor management, the school terminated its operations in 2011 and declared 
liquidation thereafter 

• Xiong Xiao, the representative of Tianjin Tongmei, breached this agreement and 
withdrew restricted funds  
 

https://www.qixin.com/chart/1c0bd21e-3827-48fe-b955-32b7c7f11740
http://qccdata.qichacha.com/CountXG/d3e75139cfb63f23383d18bf08269a31.pdf
http://qccdata.qichacha.com/CountXG/d3e75139cfb63f23383d18bf08269a31.pdf
http://qccdata.qichacha.com/CountXG/d3e75139cfb63f23383d18bf08269a31.pdf
https://www.qixin.com/lawsuit/dee21794-581c-46a4-b1af-26967cadcc16?id=5af97fbd5d5a2780d5602ef5
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Source: Qixinbao 

 

 
Source: Qichacha 

 
Besides Renwu (Tianjin) and Tianjin Tongmei, we also found three other companies related to 
Xiong Xiao that had multiple issues with the Chinese government (e.g., failure to submit annual 
filings, cannot be contacted at registered address, altering documents without authorization, 
business license revoked, etc.). The defunct operational status of these companies—Beijing AiDa 
Education Research Center; Huanggang YingMei Culture and Education Investment 
Management Co., Ltd.; and Tianjin ZhongLan Services Co., Ltd—is evidenced below. 
 
Beijing AiDa Education Research Center 
 

https://www.qixin.com/chart/dee21794-581c-46a4-b1af-26967cadcc16
https://www.qcc.com/dl_c2c58abf64686bb44cb54335b94d07e4.html
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Source: Qichacha, Qixinbao 

 
Huanggang YingMei Culture and Education Investment Management Co., Ltd. 
 

 
 

https://www.qcc.com/firm_e12bae0b8fea7a7a595d882224f8baff.html#fengxian
https://www.qixin.com/chart/5ec0398e-525d-4641-8a65-dcb1028ffcf1
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Source: Qichacha, Qixinbao 

 
Tianjin ZhongLan Services Co., Ltd 
 

 
 

https://www.qcc.com/firm_973f4f739c1223bf0607b3277e08136f.html#fengxian
https://www.qixin.com/chart/02f0fddc-1fbb-4f63-b3d2-8af4c72853bc
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Source: Qichacha, Qixinbao 

 
Defunct Business Operations 
 
According to the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of the People’s Republic of 
China, none of the websites for Beijing YouLian and Beijing JiaMeng were accessible. 
 

 
Source: Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of the People’s Republic of China 

(miit.gov.cn) 
 

 
Source: miit.gov.cn 

 

 
Source: Qixinbao 

 
When we visited the website for Beijing JiaZhangCun, not only was it not functional (e.g., most 
of the links are completely non-responsive), clicking on the courses themselves brought you to a 

https://www.qcc.com/firm_c415af3175c51893903c537057fc2a6a.html#fengxian
https://www.qixin.com/chart/d9fa5585-e9a9-45ce-8edc-8d092a53af8a
https://www.qixin.com/company/a2745737-0914-4e24-94d6-b156581c9033?section=changeInfo
http://www.bm910.cn/
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WeChat login page that takes you to a blank page after logging in.  In short, Beijing 
JiaZhangCun doesn’t appear to be a real business.   
 

 
Source: miit.gov.cn 
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Operating as Alter Ego for GSX 
 
Citron found that GSX’s disclosed related entity Beijing YouLian (i.e., JiaZhangJia) has been 
posting job openings as recently as this month with GSX headquarters and undisclosed related 
entity Beijing JiaZhangCun listed as the work address. 
 
Why are these companies with officially defunct business operations recruiting for job openings?  
GSX is moving costs off its books onto these entities and/or these entities are helping GSX to 
brush orders.  
 
Below are job postings from Beijing YouLian with GSX headquarters listed as the address for 
the job.   
 

 
 

 
Community Operation (GSX HQ) 

 

https://m.zhipin.com/job_detail/933c1cc55274e6681n1y2dm_FlY%7E.html?sid=seo_aladingb
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New Media Operation (GSX HQ) 

 

 
Community Operation (GSX HQ) 

 

https://www.lagou.com/jobs/3649272.html?utm_source=m_cf_seo_ald_zhw
https://www.lagou.com/jobs/3649435.html?utm_source=m_cf_seo_ald_zhw
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User Operation (GSX HQ) 

 

 
New Media Operation (GSX HQ) 

 

https://www.lagou.com/jobs/4250484.html?utm_source=m_cf_seo_ald_zhw
https://www.lagou.com/jobs/4310162.html?utm_source=m_cf_seo_ald_zhw
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Community Operation (GSX HQ) 

  
Note: We found multiple other identical job postings with Beijing as the general work location, 
for which we suspect are posted on behalf of GSX as well.  Please see post1, post2, post3. 
 
Below are job postings from Beijing YouLian with Beijing JiaZhangCun listed as the address for 
the position.  Given that Beijing JiaZhangCun appears to be a defunct operation, we believe that 
these jobs are actually to support GSX operations. 
 
For all the recent job postings on Zhipin (post1, post2, post3), the work locations stated are at 
Beijing JiaZhangCun instead of Beijing YouLian. 
 

 

https://www.lagou.com/jobs/4244905.html?utm_source=m_cf_seo_ald_zhw
https://m.lagou.com/jobs/4250484.html?utm_source=m_cf_seo_ald_wap
https://m.lagou.com/jobs/4310162.html?utm_source=m_cf_seo_ald_wap
https://m.lagou.com/jobs/5701997.html?utm_source=m_cf_seo_ald_wap
https://www.zhipin.com/gongsir/16fdc1410f8abede1HF_0ti-.html?ka=company-jobs
https://www.zhipin.com/job_detail/4b05f8a11f68d84a0X173tS4ElU%7E.html
https://www.zhipin.com/job_detail/be1a2e661f7929950X173tS5FVA%7E.html
https://www.zhipin.com/job_detail/831e702d14cc51c00X173tW7FlU%7E.html
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For all the job postings on Qixinbao (post1, post2, post3, post4, post5), the work locations stated 
are at Beijing JiaZhangCun as well. 
 

 
 

 
 
As previously noted by Grizzly Research, despite GSX management’s claims of disposing its 
100% interest in Beijing Baija Yuntu Technology more than two years ago, the company is still 
operating today right next door to GSX—on the same floor of the same office building—while 
Beijing Baija Yuntu has been actively hiring for positions for both GSX’s Wuhan office and 
GSX’s HQ as recently as this month. 
 

 
 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1768259/000119312519140662/d709082dex44.htm 
 
https://grizzlyreports.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Research-Report-GSX-Grizzly-
Research-25-Feb-2020.pdf 
 
Beijing Baija Yuntu is an internet marketing business owned by CEO Larry Chen’s long-time 
colleague Deng Hong.  Chen and Deng worked together at EDU.   
 

 
Source: Qichacha 

https://www.qixin.com/operation/461fd4d8-e845-440e-94a5-783879e48496?section=job
https://www.wisest.com/job/detail?jobId=ec53d19a1c6583ac0263bfff9aa4c10a&mscid=R000080109
https://www.wisest.com/job/detail?jobId=3c2f74cd09931d7b675afc179ed6ef32&mscid=R000080109
https://www.wisest.com/job/detail?jobId=20568709a25e2f4e34c73ca9719ec62e&mscid=R000080109
https://www.wisest.com/job/detail?jobId=3b47f169618f6df4e80aa4ad937d2a72&mscid=R000080109
https://www.wisest.com/job/detail?jobId=202400a314874f24308f57267eb2605b&mscid=R000080109
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1768259/000119312519140662/d709082dex44.htm
https://grizzlyreports.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Research-Report-GSX-Grizzly-Research-25-Feb-2020.pdf
https://grizzlyreports.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Research-Report-GSX-Grizzly-Research-25-Feb-2020.pdf
https://edu.qq.com/a/20140829/026922.htm
https://edu.qq.com/a/20140829/026922.htm
https://www.qcc.com/firm_db79f3d7b33159525562bea7ef76939c.html#base
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Source: gsxt.gov.cn 

 

 
Source: Qichacha 

 
Despite GSX management’s claim of having completely disposed of this business, we believe 
GSX and this entity are still working very closely together to this today.   
 
According to the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of the People’s Republic of 
China, none of Beijing Baija Yuntu’s websites were accessible except www.txiao100.com, 
which happens to go directly to GSX’s homepage. 
 
Another website www.tianxiao100.com looks like one of Beijing Baija Yuntu’s websites for 
Tianxiao, but it is actually registered under Beijing Baijia Hulian (i.e., GSX). 
 
Citron also discovered that Tianxiao sits on the same IP address as GSX. 

https://www.qcc.com/product_46e50287-1f09-4378-9d41-457f17669c16.html
http://www.txiao100.com/
http://www.tianxiao100.com/
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Source: miit.gov.cn 

 

 
Source: miit.gov.cn 
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We also examined the official WeChat accounts of Tianxiao and discovered that both Beijing 
Baija Yuntu and Beijing Baijia Hulian (i.e., GSX) are listed as the parent company of various 
Tianxiao accounts.  A Beijing Baijia Hulian (i.e., GSX) owned Tianxiao official WeChat account 
even made a new posting as recently as last Friday. 
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Source: WeChat  

 
Beijing Baija Yuntu has also been recruiting for jobs with GSX’s Wuhan office and GSX’s HQ 
listed as the address for the job as recently as this month.  
 
These are the recent job postings listed on Qixinbao (post1, post2, post3) with GSX’s Wuhan 
office as the work location. 
 

 
 

https://www.wisest.com/job/detail?jobId=56749073c3c706420eb484c9be4473ab&mscid=R000080109
https://www.wisest.com/job/detail?jobId=9031d67ec2f9c5d56980bd8012039f14&mscid=R000080109
https://www.wisest.com/job/detail?jobId=ec3fd9eafb46171eb49f73e3fbfc4861&mscid=R000080109
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Beijing Baija Yuntu has been hiring for GSX’s Wuhan office on other platforms as well (posted 
1 month ago):  Market Expansion Manager, Sales Manager, Sales Development Representative 
 

 
 

Additional job listings from Beijing Baija Yuntu with GSX’s HQ as the job address: Consultant, 
Lecturer, Finance Executive, Java Developer, Senior Java Developer 
 

 
 
We sent on-the-ground investigators in China to the address listed for Beijing Baijia Yuntu’s 
recent job openings and confirmed that these jobs are indeed for GSX’s Wuhan office (see 
photos below).  As you can see in the office directory, there are no offices for Beijing Baija 
Yuntu.  
 

https://www.liepin.com/job/1921285929.shtml?imscid=R000000075&ckid=148ca10804a5ef94&headckid=9e632153f0e063df&pageNo=0&pageIdx1&totalIdx=1&sup=1&siTag=BED-_4e29oXhAv8WMVxghA%7EfA9rXquZc5IkJpXC-Ycixw&d_sfrom=search_prime&d_ckId=294f70b5638c2496f45ad6004f603d9f&d_curPage=0&d_pageSize=40&d_headId=294f70b5638c2496f45ad6004f603d9f&d_posi=1
https://www.liepin.com/job/1921286015.shtml?imscid=R000000075&ckid=148ca10804a5ef94&headckid=9e632153f0e063df&pageNo=0&pageIdx0&totalIdx=0&sup=1&siTag=BED-_4e29oXhAv8WMVxghA%7EfA9rXquZc5IkJpXC-Ycixw&d_sfrom=search_prime&d_ckId=294f70b5638c2496f45ad6004f603d9f&d_curPage=0&d_pageSize=40&d_headId=294f70b5638c2496f45ad6004f603d9f&d_posi=0
https://www.liepin.com/job/1921285665.shtml?imscid=R000000075&ckid=148ca10804a5ef94&headckid=9e632153f0e063df&pageNo=0&pageIdx2&totalIdx=2&sup=1&siTag=BED-_4e29oXhAv8WMVxghA%7EfA9rXquZc5IkJpXC-Ycixw&d_sfrom=search_prime&d_ckId=294f70b5638c2496f45ad6004f603d9f&d_curPage=0&d_pageSize=40&d_headId=294f70b5638c2496f45ad6004f603d9f&d_posi=2
https://www.zhipin.com/job_detail/d681f5c21c04c0b50HZ42di7FVo%7E.html?ka=search_list_jname_8_blank&lid=nlp-7Df9bouDvYV.search.8
https://www.zhipin.com/job_detail/274723b3a50a68420HZy3tW7GVU%7E.html?ka=search_list_jname_7_blank&lid=nlp-7Df9bouDvYV.search.7
https://www.zhipin.com/job_detail/12349481c8cdc2ad0HZ80tm0GFA%7E.html?ka=search_list_jname_4_blank&lid=nlp-7Df9bouDvYV.search.4
https://www.zhipin.com/job_detail/9e382448315b3cad1n163ti4FFY%7E.html
https://www.zhipin.com/job_detail/de920f4946956cd31XZ63di_FVo%7E.html
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It appears as if GSX lied to investors and is secretly still working very closely with Beijing Baija 
Yuntu, an internet marketing business—while GSX has also been accused by numerous Chinese 
consumers of brushing orders.   
 
Who Was Overseeing This? 
 
There are only four board members at GSX.  This is highly unusual for a company with a market 
cap of almost $10 billion.  Moreover, three of the board members including CEO Larry Chen all 
went to Renmin University of China.   
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GSX’s auditor, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, was the same auditor that was used in Citron-
exposed frauds Longtop and China Media Express.  The Deloitte partner that has been in charge 
of GSX’s audit is Li Li Shan who has a questionable track record. 
 
There are only three companies including GSX that Li Li Shan has been listed as the engagement 
partner for.  The other two companies are Chinese education companies, RYB Education 
(NYSE: RYB) and Puxin (NYSE: NEW), which are down 70% to 85% since their IPOs.  Both 
companies have notoriously bad reputations in China. 
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Cautious Investing to All 
 
These reports have been prepared by either Citron Research (“Citron Research”) or Citron Capital, LLC (“Citron 
Capital”). Citron Research and Citron Capital are referred to collectively as “Citron” and each individually as a 
“Citron Entity.” Each report specifies the publisher and owner of that report. All reports are for informational 
purposes only and presented “as is” with no warranty of any kind, express or implied. Under no circumstances 
should any of these reports or any information herein be construed as investment advice, or as an offer to sell or the 
solicitation of an offer to buy any securities or other financial instruments. 
 
Citron Research produces research reports on publicly traded securities, and Citron Capital is an exempt reporting 
adviser filed with the California Department of Business Oversight. The reports are the property of the applicable 
Citron Entity that published that report. The opinions, information and reports set forth herein are solely 
attributable to the applicable Citron Entity and are not attributable to any Citron Related Person (defined below) 
(other than the Citron Entity that published the report).  
 
By downloading, accessing, or viewing any research report, you agree to the following Terms of Use. You agree 
that use of the research presented in any report is at your own risk. You (or any person you are acting as agent for) 
agree to hold harmless Citron Research, Citron Capital and each of their affiliates and related parties, including, 
but not limited to any principals, officers, directors, employees, members, clients, investors, consultants and agents 
(collectively, the “Citron Related Persons”) for any direct or indirect losses (including trading losses) attributable 
to any information in a research report. You further agree to do your own research and due diligence before making 
any investment decision with respect to securities of the issuers covered herein (each, a “Covered Issuer”) or any 
other financial instruments that reference the Covered Issuer or any securities issued by the Covered Issuer. You 
represent that you have sufficient investment sophistication to critically assess the information, analysis and opinion 
presented in any Citron report. You further agree that you will not communicate the contents of reports and other 

https://pcaobus.org/engagement-partners/0111300029
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materials made available by Citron to any other person unless that person has agreed to be bound by these Terms of 
Use. If you access, download or receive the contents of Citron reports or other materials on your own behalf, you 
agree to and shall be bound by these Terms of Use. If you access, download or receive the contents of Citron reports 
or other materials as an agent for any other person, you are binding your principal to these same Terms of Use. 
 
As of the publication date of a Citron report, Citron Related Persons (possibly along with or through its members, 
partners, affiliates, employees, and/or consultants), Citron Related Persons clients and/or investors and/or their 
clients and/or investors have a position (long or short) in one or more of the securities of a Covered Issuer (and/or 
options, swaps, and other derivatives related to one or more of these securities), and therefore may realize 
significant gains in the event that the prices of a Covered Issuer’s securities decline or appreciate. Citron Research, 
Citron Capital and/or the Citron Related Persons may continue to transact in Covered Issuers’ securities for an 
indefinite period after an initial report on a Covered Issuer, and such position(s) may be long, short, or neutral at 
any time hereafter regardless of their initial position(s) and views as stated in the Citron research. Neither Citron 
Research nor Citron Capital will update any report or information to reflect changes in positions that may be held 
by a Citron Related Person. 
 
This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. Neither Citron Research nor any Citron 
Related Person (including Citron Capital) are offering, selling or buying any security to or from any person through 
any Citron research reports. Citron Research is affiliated with Citron Capital. Citron Capital is an exempt reporting 
adviser filed with the California Department of Business Oversight and is not registered as investment adviser in 
any other jurisdiction. Citron Capital does not render investment advice to anyone unless it has an investment 
adviser-client relationship with that person evidenced in writing. You understand and agree that Citron Capital 
does not have any investment advisory relationship with you or does not owe fiduciary duties to you. Giving 
investment advice requires knowledge of your financial situation, investment objectives, and risk tolerance, and 
Citron Capital has no such knowledge about you. 
 
The research and reports made available by Citron reflect express the opinion of the applicable Citron Entity as of 
the time of the report only. Reports are based on generally available information, field research, inferences and 
deductions through the applicable Citron Entity’s due diligence and analytical process. To the best of the applicable 
Citron Entity’s ability and belief, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable, is not material non-
public information, and has been obtained from public sources that the applicable Citron Entity believe to be 
accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of the Covered Issuers or who may otherwise 
owe a fiduciary duty, duty of confidentiality or any other duty to the Covered Issuer (directly or indirectly). 
However, such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind, whether express or implied. With 
respect to their respective research reports, Citron Research and Citron Capital makes no representation, express 
or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with regard to the results to 
be obtained from its use. Further, any research report contains a very large measure of analysis and opinion. All 
expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice, and Citron does not undertake to update or supplement 
any reports or any of the information, analysis and opinion contained in them. 
 
In no event shall Citron Research, Citron Capital or any Citron Related Persons be liable for any claims, losses, 
costs or damages of any kind, including direct, indirect, punitive, exemplary, incidental, special or, consequential 
damages, arising out of or in any way connected with any information presented in any Citron report. This 
limitation of liability applies regardless of any negligence or gross negligence of Citron Research, Citron Capital or 
any Citron Related Persons. You accept all risks in relying on the information presented in any report. 
 
You agree that the information in any Citron research report is copyrighted, and you therefore agree not to 
distribute this information in any manner without the express prior written consent of the applicable Citron Entity. If 
you have obtained Citron research reports in any manner other than as provided by Citron, you may not read such 
research without agreeing to these Terms of Use. You further agree that any dispute between you and Citron and 
their affiliates arising from or related to this report or viewing the material presented herein shall be governed by 
the laws of the State of California, without regard to any conflict of law provisions. The failure of Citron Research 
or Citron Capital to exercise or enforce any right or provision of these Terms of Use shall not constitute a waiver of 
this right or provision. You agree that each Citron Related Person is a third-party beneficiary to these Terms of 
Use. If any provision of these Terms of Use is found by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, the parties 
nevertheless agree that the court should endeavor to give effect to the parties’ intentions as reflected in the 
provision and rule that the other provisions of these Terms of Use remain in full force and effect, in particular as to 
this governing law and jurisdiction provision. You agree that regardless of any statute or law to the contrary, any 
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claim or cause of action arising out of or related to Citron report or related material must be filed within one (1) 
year after the occurrence of the alleged harm that gave rise to such claim or cause of action, or such claim or cause 
of action be forever barred. 


